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Figure 1: The DistanciAR pipeline (top) and the three modes in its authoring interface. (a) Capturing a remote environment with a LiDAR-equipped tablet. (b) Authoring an AR experience from another location. (c) Viewing the created AR experience on site. The screenshot in the bottom left corner shows what the tablet user sees. The floor plan in the bottom right corner indicates the location of the tablet user. (d) PORTAL mode that simulates the experience of using in-situ AR authoring tools. (e) DOLLHOUSE mode where the author can see a bird’s-eye view. (f) PEEK mode that retrieves a captured image based on the pose of the AR camera. Red chair, picture, and vase models: © 2020 Apple Inc.

ABSTRACT

Most augmented reality (AR) authoring tools only support the author’s current environment, but designers often need to create site-specific experiences for a different environment. We propose DistanciAR, a novel tablet-based workflow for remote AR authoring. Our baseline solution involves three steps. A remote environment is captured by a camera with LiDAR; then, the author creates an AR experience from a different location using AR interactions; finally, a remote viewer consumes the AR content on site. A formative study revealed understanding and navigating the remote space as key challenges with this solution. We improved the authoring interface by adding two novel modes: DOLLHOUSE, which renders a bird’s-eye view, and PEEK, which creates photorealistic composite images using captured images. A second study compared this improved system with the baseline, and participants reported that the new modes made it easier to understand and navigate the remote scene.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With advances in devices and algorithms, augmented reality (AR) has become a popular and powerful tool in the design process.
Current AR authoring applications let designers author AR experiences for their current environment. However, with the modern workforce becoming more globalized and time-distributed, designers may need to create site-specific AR experiences from another location or at a different time. Creating AR content for a remote environment is difficult because designers do not have immediate access to its context. For example, interior designers can use AR tools when they are in the client’s space to decorate, but after they leave, it becomes difficult to adjust the design and assess how well it fits the space. Better support for remote AR authoring would be useful, especially during a global pandemic, since it would allow creating AR experiences regardless of the physical location.

When AR is created in situ, authors can see, understand, and navigate the physical environment around them. They can also interact with the AR graphics rendered in that space. These affordances are critical to AR design because it lets authors integrate their creations with the physical environment [14]. More importantly, it lets authors experience the AR as the consumers will. When authoring from another location, authors are limited to desktop tools to create and test new AR experiences. Some tools, like Reality Composer [4], let authors preview in AR, but they support only generic contexts like tabletops, walls, and floors. Authors cannot create site-specific experiences that use a remote space’s full context, including its size, layout, and contents. Other tools, like Unity [34], can support the full context, but do not let authors experience their creation as if they are in the remote site, so they cannot discover and correct usability issues. The key question that drives our research is how to bridge this gap. We want to let authors understand and use the full context of a remote space and to experience their content the same way as the final consumers.

We propose DistanciAR, a novel tablet-based workflow for authoring site-specific remote AR experiences. With DistanciAR a local user captures a 3D scan of the remote environment, then an author performs AR authoring tasks with that scan as if they were in the remote space. To investigate how well DistanciAR supports remote AR authoring, we adopted an iterative development approach. We first developed a baseline version of DistanciAR with three steps. First, a person captures the remote environment using an iPad Pro with a LiDAR scanner (Fig. 1a). The capture consists of a 3D mesh, a video, and AR tracking data at each frame. An author then creates an AR experience for the remote environment using our authoring interface in another location (Fig. 1b). The author can see, navigate, and interact with a 3D rendering of the remote space using standard AR interactions such as moving the device to change viewpoint and selecting objects using ray casting. Essentially, the authoring interface simulates the experience of AR in the remote space, letting the author design for the remote space without actually being there. Once authoring is finished, a remote viewer can consume the created AR experience on site (Fig. 1c).

We conducted a formative study to gather initial feedback from professionals. We found that our baseline system supported remote AR authoring well, but the authoring interface needed improvements to help the authors better understand and navigate the 3D scan of the remote environment.

Based on our findings, we developed an improved version of DistanciAR by adding two novel modes: DOLLHOUSE (Fig. 1e) and PEEK (Fig. 1f). DOLLHOUSE mode lets the author transition from a first-person view to a bird’s-eye view, facilitating an overall understanding of the remote space without requiring a large physical space. The author can add virtual objects to the dollhouse, view the design from different angles, and specify the position and orientation of a virtual avatar for teleportation. PEEK mode addresses limitations in 3D reconstruction quality by replacing the 3D rendering with a photorealistic composite of the virtual objects and a frame captured during the scan. It chooses the frame by maximizing overlap between the portion of the mesh visible in the current AR camera pose and that visible in the recorded camera pose. The author can move the iPad to view a series of captured frames and validate the design against the real environment. We also improved the baseline interface and call this version PORTAL mode (Fig. 1d).

We conducted a user study to evaluate the effectiveness of DOLLHOUSE and PEEK modes and found that participants preferred the full version offering all three modes to a basic version offering only PORTAL mode. Participants found it significantly easier to understand and navigate the remote environment in the full version. The three modes were used in complementary ways. DOLLHOUSE mode was used mainly for large-scale tasks such as navigating the space and creating an initial layout. In contrast, PORTAL and PEEK modes, which provide an AR-like view of the scene, were used more for fine-scale adjustment. PEEK mode was used to validate the design against the real environment and finalize the AR experience.

In summary, we demonstrated that DistanciAR is an effective workflow for remote AR authoring and that adding DOLLHOUSE and PEEK mode further improved the authoring experience. They effectively mitigate the disconnect between the authoring context and the experience context. Our contributions are as follows:

- A novel tablet-based workflow for remote AR authoring that involves three steps: scanning, authoring, and viewing. Our integrated workflow lets the author create site-specific AR content for a remote environment through an intuitive authoring experience close to in-situ authoring tools and the consumer’s viewing experience.
- An improved authoring interface with two new modes DOLLHOUSE and PEEK, informed by challenges identified in a formative study. DOLLHOUSE shows a bird’s-eye view and PEEK creates photorealistic images of the remote AR environment. These modes facilitate navigation and spatial understanding and mitigate the disconnect between the remote space and the authoring space.
- A user study to evaluate the improved authoring system. Our study shows the benefits of the improved system over the baseline solution and reveals complementary usage patterns for PORTAL, DOLLHOUSE, and PEEK modes.

2 RELATED WORK

Authoring systems for AR. Mobile devices that are capable of AR sensing and rendering, such as head-mounted displays (HMD), tablets, and smartphones, are becoming more available and affordable. The availability of consumer AR devices has led to the emergence of AR authoring tools in both research and industry [7]. Current tools are being used either on an AR device or a desktop computer, neither of which can support contextual, site-specific
remote AR authoring. AR tools such as Adobe Aero [2] and CAPturar [37] let authors create directly in AR. The authoring activity is contextual, but the author cannot continue after leaving the environment. Desktop tools such as DART [22], Unity [34], Spark AR Studio [13], Reality Composer [4], and Volumetric Capture [25] support content creation for a remote location. However, it is difficult to design AR for a particular physical environment if the author does not have immediate access to it. Without seeing the physical environment during the design process, the author might make mistakes. Their AR content might be misplaced or misaligned upon deployment. Worse, usability issues that could arise when testing the AR experience in the target environment cannot be fixed immediately. These hurdles create a tedious feedback loop for AR design, hinder creativity, and prevent good decision making.

DistanciAR combines the benefits of mobile and desktop AR authoring tools. Users can create AR experiences within a 3D capture of an environment. The capture serves as a proxy for the real environment and provides spatial context for AR design including room layout, ceiling height, and furniture arrangements. Users can design in context without being tied to any specific physical location.

**Environment capture in Mixed Reality.** Capturing contextual information of an environment and showing it to an author can assist the design process. A recent user study on collaborative AR with the Blocks system [14] pointed out that the spatial context of a physical environment plays an important role in AR creation. Several study participants adapted their AR design to match or interact with the physical environment even without explicit instruction.

Advances in scanning technology [8, 27] have made it easier to create and use a 3D model of an environment for authoring. Previous work on 2D desktop interfaces has explored using 3D reconstruction to assist in architectural sketching [24] and 3D prototyping [18]. A prominent direction in mixed reality research is to capture and manipulate the 3D reconstruction while the user is wearing an HMD to alter the user’s perception. For example, Remixed Reality [19] lets users freeze time, erase objects, and teleport to viewpoints, none of which are normally possible in real life. Another example is SceneCtrl [41], which lets users erase objects from the physical scene. Capturing 3D data of a remote environment also has applications in remote instruction [30, 33, 35] and telepresence [16, 23]. These systems focus on visualizing remote users’ activities in the current environment and facilitating effective communication among users. DistanciAR similarly lets a user interact with a 3D reconstruction of the environment. However, our work is different in that we use the 3D captured data to help users understand and navigate a virtual remote space. Supporting these tasks makes DistanciAR more suitable for remote AR authoring.

Image-based capture, such as photos and videos, has also been explored in AR authoring. Freeze-Frame [15] and AniCode [38] let users take a photo of a space and add AR annotations and animations. Pronto [17] extended this idea to video, letting a user capture a video to mock up AR experiences. DistanciAR adds the new use case of remote AR authoring to this line of research. Our capture is richer, containing both a video and a 3D reconstruction. The former provides a faithful visual representation of the scene, while the latter provides full spatial context.

**Navigation in AR.** AR navigation is typically done by moving the AR device. The AR camera updates based on the device’s movement and tracking. Boom Chameleon [36] lets users similarly navigate a rendered 3D environment. The AR device is used as a “window on a virtual world.” DistanciAR is similar in that both let users use an AR device to view and navigate a 3D scene, but our system focuses on 3D reconstructions of real-world scenes, which are usually larger in scale and demand more navigation effort from users. To augment this form of navigation, we provide Dollhouse mode, which shows a 3D map of the environment similar to World in Miniature [31] and Dollhouse VR [32]. Dollhouse mode extends this concept to AR. It helps users navigate a large 3D space while continuing their AR design activities.

**Exploring photo collections in 3D.** Most VR and AR systems rely on a 3D model or reconstruction. While a 3D environment supports viewing from an arbitrary position, it is challenging to construct a high-quality environment using a consumer device for scanning. Even with state-of-the-art LiDAR-equipped devices, the capture often has areas with coarse geometry and appearance. LiDAR scanning also has difficulty capturing glossy, specular materials. A structured browsing experience using captured images can convey the environment more clearly. Using photogrammetry, Snavely et al. [29] constructed a point cloud of a site from images collected from the internet, enabling Photo Tourism [28], which lets people browse images with a 3D virtual camera. The desire to combine a 3D rendering with captured images also motivated Immersive Trip Reports [9], which aligns photographs with a digital terrain model and presents them in an immersive experience. While neither system was designed for AR authoring, they inspired Peek mode, which retrieves a captured image that overlaps most with the view from the pose of the AR camera. Peek mode lets the author navigate freely and view captured images while retaining the feeling of using AR. This makes it easier to refine the design when the environment capture is of low quality.

## 3 BASELINE SOLUTION

The goal of our baseline solution was to create an end-to-end integrated solution in which the authoring experience was as close to an in-situ AR authoring experience as possible. It involves three steps. First, someone in a remote site captures the environment using a scanner; then, the author creates an AR experience from a different location using AR-inspired interactions; finally, a remote viewer consumes the experience at the original site. Our implementation uses an iPad Pro 2020 model because it is a powerful, readily-available tablet with a LiDAR scanner that enables state-of-the-art results for a consumer device. All three steps are incorporated in an iOS application implemented in Swift with ARKit [3], RealityKit [5], and SceneKit [6] for tracking, scanning, and rendering.

### 3.1 Scanning Interface

Our workflow relies on a captured 3D model of the remote environment. The scanning interface uses the LiDAR scanner on the iPad to construct a 3D mesh while recording a video with the RGB camera. The system constructs the mesh in real time, overlaying it on the viewed scene in wireframe, and the mesh expands as the user points the iPad at different areas. It concludes when the user has scanned the full environment. Scanning results in a set of files that describe the environment, including a 3D model, a recorded...
video, a world map for relocalization, and intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters for each frame of the recording.

Apple’s ARKit provides only an untextured mesh, but preliminary tests showed that this did not give enough context for the author to understand the space. While 3D scanning is not the focus of our work, we need to provide a usable representation for authoring. To texture the mesh, the system sends the files describing the environment to a web service that parses the recorded video and camera parameters at each frame. The service is implemented in JavaScript and Python using Vue.js [40], three.js [10], and Flask [26]. It begins by calling a Blender script that creates a UV map using default settings, resulting in each vertex in the 3D mesh having a UV coordinate for texture mapping.

To obtain a texture map, we project captured images onto the mesh from recorded camera poses to assign a color to each UV coordinate. We sample a keyframe every 30 frames and place a virtual camera according to the recorded camera parameters, aligning the viewport with the selected frame. Then, for each UV coordinate, we retrieve the corresponding 3D point and connect it to the virtual camera to check whether it is included in this frame. If so, we compute a color for the UV coordinate by bilinearly interpolating pixel colors in the captured image. Each frame results in a partial texture map that contains colors for covered areas on the mesh. Since ARKit does not allow camera exposure to be fixed during scanning, we blend these partial texture maps to obtain the full texture map. We use the pyramid blending algorithm [1] because it can generate a full texture map with smooth borders while avoiding blurring effects caused by averaging. It creates a six-level image pyramid for each partial texture map and blends them to obtain the final texture map (Fig. 2).

Our texturing service runs on a MacBook Pro with a 2.9 GHz quad-core Intel i7 CPU. It takes about 30 minutes to process a scan of a 430-square-foot shared kitchen in a university dormitory. This scan consists of a five-minute video, around 200 keyframes for texture projection, and a mesh with 231k vertices and 426k triangles. The partial UV maps and the blended UV map are 2048×2048 pixels.

### 3.2 Authoring Interface

In the second step of our workflow, we present the textured 3D scene to the author on their iPad to let them add and manipulate virtual objects and create an AR experience for the remote environment. The interface is similar to those provided by current AR authoring tools. It provides a first-person view, but the author sees a rendering of the remote environment instead of the local one. Camera tracking lets the rendered view update smoothly and realistically as the author moves through their local space and repositions the iPad. Since the authoring environment can be very different from the remote environment, we included an arrow button that virtually moves the author’s viewpoint forward along the front vector of the camera while the author presses the button. This lets the author navigate a large remote environment in a smaller physical space. It is the only interaction that goes beyond the AR-authoring metaphor.

The virtual-object placement and manipulation interface is based on those used in current AR authoring tools. A focus square appears on the surface of the model in the center of the screen, and the size and 3D orientation of the square update based on the distance between the virtual camera and the model and the direction of the surface normal there. Tapping an add button shows a list of virtual objects authors can add, and tapping a virtual object in the list adds it to the scene at the focus square (Fig. 3). The virtual object’s up direction is aligned with the surface normal.

The author can select virtual objects with a tap and manipulate them using two standard on-screen gestures: pan and a combined rotate and pinch. The author moves the object using a one-finger pan gesture, and its orientation updates to match the surface normal of the changing location. They can rotate the virtual object around the surface normal using two-finger rotation and scale the virtual object relative to its local origin using two-finger pinch. A remove button removes the selected virtual object. A text field shows the active selection and operation in the corner of the interface. The entire scene is saved as a .scn file once authoring is complete.
3.3 Viewing Interface

Finally, viewers in the remote location can consume the AR content created by the author. In the viewing interface, the viewer roughly scans the environment to relocalize the AR camera to match the world map saved in the scanning process; this normally takes less than a minute. The system then renders all added virtual objects at their intended positions in the space without noticeable error and the viewer can explore the content in AR.

4 FORMATIVE STUDY

We carried out a remote formative study to observe how authors used our baseline solution to create AR experiences for a remote environment and identify challenges that they faced. Understanding the challenges brought by the disconnect between the authoring environment and the experience environment lets us gain insight into remote AR authoring.

Participants. We recruited five participants FP1–FP5 using mailing lists of AR designers. Four were male and one non-binary, and their average age was 33.4. FP1, FP3, and FP4 identified themselves as experience/interaction designers and FP2 and FP5 as HCI researchers. On a scale of 1–7, FP3–FP5 described their familiarity with AR as 5, FP1 as 7, and FP2 as 3. All except FP2 had used some AR authoring tools, and had at some point wanted to create an AR experience for a remote environment. The study lasted one hour and each participant was compensated with a $25 gift card.

Task. The study was done remotely through video conferencing. Participants were asked to furnish an empty kitchen in a university dormitory using our baseline authoring interface after we captured the remote space. The university had removed all furniture from the shared kitchen to avoid gatherings during the pandemic. The design goal was to spend 15 minutes decorating the kitchen with virtual objects to design a space that people could share when the pandemic is over. We provided two pictures of the kitchen before the furniture had been removed as references, but we did not specify a particular layout for the participants to replicate so they could explore the authoring interface with creativity in an open-ended design task. Before the design session started, participants watched an introductory video containing a description of the design task, a panoramic view of the empty kitchen, and a tutorial on functions and interactions in the authoring interface. We asked participants to record the authoring session and save the created scene so we could analyze how they used the authoring interface and could view the created AR experience on site.

Interview. We conducted an in-depth interview with each participant after their session to collect qualitative feedback on the baseline authoring interface and identify challenges in remote AR authoring. First, we asked the participant to comment on the overall experience and whether they could create the AR content that they intended. Then, we asked them to discuss how well the rendering of the captured remote scene functioned as a design context and to describe challenges in navigating to desired viewpoints and manipulating virtual objects. Finally, we collected their suggestions for future improvements and possible use cases based on their experience using the baseline interface and existing AR tools.

Findings. Participants thought the overall experience was positive and fun. They were mostly able to create the content that they intended, although FP1 wanted a larger library of assets. FP4 had previously thought that AR authoring could only be done in the author’s current environment and commented that creating AR experiences for remote environments would be a big opportunity. Participants expected remote AR authoring to have many use cases, including remote tutorials, interior design, collaborative content creation, and asynchronous AR authoring. In addition to the positive comments, they also identified challenges with the baseline system and suggested possible improvements.

Navigating in a different environment. Participants acknowledged the disconnect between the authoring and the experience environments as a source of difficulty. Their physical spaces were usually smaller than the remote space and had different layouts. For example, FP5 participated in the study in a small apartment and pointed out at the beginning that, “the apartment is pretty crowded right now, so it is going to be interesting.” He commented at the end, “in terms of navigating to a desired view, I would hit my physical constraints about how far I could move. I quickly ran into a wall.” He also suggested a solution—“I did not want to walk through the space. I just wanted to teleport from one spot to another.”

Understanding the remote environment. All participants were able to understand most content in the remote environment by moving through and looking at the 3D rendering, although it took longer for some than others. FP4 commented, “pretty quickly it felt very natural to understand the environment,” whereas FP1 spent more time “trying to understand more precisely how big the space is.” However, they also expressed concerns about the quality of the reconstruction and texturing as they made understanding the remote environment more difficult. FP1 cared about aesthetics and pointed out that, “the environment was overexposed and blocky; the lighting was high key and everything was bright, so it became hard to separate surfaces; because of the quality, I could not trust any data about lighting, color, and texture.” Some participants relied on the panoramic view from the video instruction. FP1 commented, “I focused more on remembering the images in the tutorial. I tried to keep them in my head in terms of the aesthetics of the room.” Similarly, FP5 commented, “if you had not shown me that panoramic video before, I think I probably would have had some difficulty contextualizing what I was seeing.” They suggested that reference images would be helpful when the 3D reconstruction has poor quality.

Manipulating virtual objects. Our system supports standard touch-based object manipulation gestures. Participants found the gestures
to be intuitive and easy to use. Participants suggested improvements to the interface, such as highlighting selected objects and showing their local origins. They also wished to group the objects in order to manipulate them together. Some participants had difficulty placing virtual objects on a wall that was bumpy because of poor 3D reconstruction; they wished that the wall had been flat.

**Design considerations.** We formed three design considerations from the findings to improve our system.

- It should let authors freely navigate a large remote environment, even if they are in a small physical space.
- It should help authors understand the remote environment’s layout and appearance.
- It should continue to let the authors experience their creation as if they were using AR on site.

5 IMPROVED SYSTEM

We sought to address the challenges identified in the formative study with an improved authoring interface. It includes an improved baseline that we call Portal mode and two new modes, Dollhouse and Peek. Dollhouse mode shows a bird’s-eye view of the scene, helping the author understand the remote environment and letting them navigate by manipulating a virtual avatar. Peek mode replaces the rendered scene with a captured image aligned with the AR view, allowing the author to see a photorealistic composite of the virtual content with the actual environment. We also improved the user experience for navigation and object manipulation based on feedback from the formative study.

5.1 Portal Mode

Portal mode (Fig. 1d) is identical to our baseline system, augmented with the system-wide improvements described in Section 5.4.

5.2 Dollhouse Mode

A major challenge in remote AR authoring is the disconnect between the captured remote environment and the author’s current environment. The remote space usually differs from the current space in size, layout, entry position, and the presence of obstacles such as furniture. The formative study showed that this disconnect made it difficult for the author to navigate and understand the remote space. For example, participants could not use the baseline solution while sitting down, and they complained that it was difficult to navigate a large captured environment in a small physical space. To address the disconnect, we created Dollhouse mode (Fig. 1e). It lets the author smoothly transition between the first-person view and a bird’s-eye view of the entire reconstructed scene.

Two techniques let the user see into the Dollhouse view without obstruction. First, we modified the rendering to use a single-sided material that becomes invisible when viewed from behind and does not occlude more distant content. However, flaws in scanning can result in faces with incorrect orientations and these can remain visible. This is especially distracting when they are part of the ceiling, so we also remove all faces higher than an elevation threshold.

**User interactions.** We initialize the camera for Dollhouse mode to point toward the center of mass of the model from a fixed distance. The zenith angle is set to 45° and the author can use a rotation gesture to orbit the camera around the center and view the model from different directions. In Dollhouse mode, the author adds a virtual object by moving the focus square to the desired position with a pan gesture. The author can select and manipulate virtual objects using the same set of interactions used in Portal mode, including the new functions described in Section 5.4.

We render a virtual avatar in Dollhouse mode using a circle and an arrow to represent the author’s position and orientation in the model. When the author moves the iPad, the position of the circle remains fixed while the direction of the arrow updates based on the orientation of the iPad. Pan and rotate gestures reposition and rotate the avatar, which determines the first-person view when switching back to Portal mode. This interaction lets the author easily move the Portal mode viewpoint across a large space without physically moving. They can switch into Dollhouse mode, reposition the avatar, and switch back. They can similarly make large viewpoint angle changes without physically rotating their body, for example when sitting in a chair.

The author switches between Portal mode and Dollhouse mode by tapping a button, and the camera transitions smoothly between the two modes (Fig. 4). For the transition into Dollhouse mode, we compute an azimuth angle so that the new and current front vectors will be on the same plane. This determines the pose of the Dollhouse mode camera because its zenith angle and distance to the center are fixed. We animate the camera by linearly interpolating between the original and new poses using their positions and look-at vectors. For a transition back into Portal mode, we first orbit the camera by changing its azimuth angle so that its current front vector and the target front vector specified by the avatar are on the same plane. Then we animate the camera in a similar fashion by linearly interpolating between the two poses. The author can smoothly zoom in and out without drastic changes to the context.

5.3 Peek Mode

The other major challenge in remote AR authoring is that the limited quality of the 3D reconstruction and texturing hinder the author’s understanding of the spatial layout and appearance of the remote environment. While an accurate 3D model with detailed textures would be an ideal representation of the remote environment, creating one requires an expensive laser scanner, plenty of computing power, or extensive effort in manual modeling. The latest iPad Pro with its LiDAR scanner gives state-of-the-art results for consumer-grade devices, but the resulting mesh is coarse and contains many inaccuracies. This can interfere with understanding and visualizing the remote scene. To address this, we invented Peek mode (Fig. 1f), where the view in the author’s iPad is dynamically replaced by the frame from the recorded video that most closely matches the current view (Fig. 5). The virtual objects are added to the scene using the camera pose saved when the frame was recorded, creating a photorealistic composite that is very close to what the consumer will see. This helps the author understand the remote environment and lets them iterate on their design more effectively. The displayed frame does not usually match the current camera pose exactly, because there is rarely an exact match among the captured frames. We update the frame dynamically as the author moves the iPad, but the motion cannot be smooth because of this limitation. To manage...
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Figure 4: Top: Transition from Portal mode to Dollhouse mode. The blue circle on the floor represents the author’s location. Bottom: Transition from Dollhouse back to Portal mode after the author rotates the dollhouse and specifies a new viewpoint. We animate the camera to smoothly zoom out and back in.

Figure 5: Mesh coverage. Peek mode finds the recorded frame that most closely matches the current AR view by comparing mesh coverage of the AR and recorded cameras.

user expectations, we use a slide-show like display in which one image quickly cross-fades into the next at a low frame rate.

The key question is how to choose a frame from the captured video given the recorded camera parameters and the AR camera parameters so that the frame most closely matches the current AR view. Formally, let $c_{\text{AR}}$ denote the AR camera and $c_1, \ldots, c_n$ denote the recorded camera at each frame.

$$\text{Peek}(c_{\text{AR}}) = c_i, \text{ where } i = \arg\min_{j=1, \ldots, n} \text{cost}(c_{\text{AR}}, c_j).$$

Here $\text{cost}(c_i, c_j)$ measures the view difference between two cameras. Many properties could be used in the cost function, including position, orientation, time, image features, and mesh coverage. We explored a cost function based on position and orientation, but we found it challenging to determine how to weigh the distance term and the angle difference term. When we used different weights, the retrieved camera could look in a similar direction but be far away from the AR camera, or it could be close to the AR camera but look in a different direction. Using time difference as a metric is based on the assumption that frames that are close in the recorded video have similar coverage. It can help suggest likely new frames given a current one, but it cannot help to find one initially because the AR camera has no timestamp. Comparing image features could help find similar frames, but the quality of the 3D reconstruction and texturing makes it difficult to find features in the model that match those in an image.

Through a series of empirical experiments, we found mesh coverage to be the most robust metric to use to define the cost function. When the two cameras cover similar areas on the mesh, these views will contain similar contents. Mesh coverage is determined by the camera pose and mesh geometry. For efficiency, we measure mesh coverage using downsampled $32 \times 32$ binary UV maps. Most pixels in the UV map have corresponding 3D points on the mesh. We set a pixel to 1 if the camera view includes its 3D point, and 0 otherwise. The cost function between two UV maps is defined as $1 - \text{IOU}(UV_i, UV_j)$, where IOU stands for intersection over union. We precompute the UV coverage map for each recorded camera and create a UV coverage map on the fly for the AR camera (Fig. 6).

Finding the frame with the best coverage has three steps:

1. Because cameras aimed in very different directions cannot view the same portions of a scene, we begin by selecting the 2,000 frames that have the smallest difference in view angle from the AR camera. For a five-minute initial scan, this represents about one-third of the frames.
2. We consider the $32 \times 32$ binary UV maps as bit vectors and compute IOU for each using bitwise operations.
3. We find the frame with the minimum cost, and consider all frames with costs within 5% of the minimum. We choose
the one whose camera position is closest to the actual AR camera position. This lets us choose a frame with coverage that is nearly as good as the best, but which is closer to the current camera pose.

Our algorithm takes less than half a second, letting us achieve a Peek mode frame rate of two frames per second. Peek mode is less smooth but more realistic than Portal mode.

User interactions. The author switches between Portal and Peek modes by tapping a button, and the interface shows the transition by blending the views. Peek mode supports the same set of interactions for adding and manipulating objects as Portal mode.

5.4 Additional Enhancements

We improved the user experience for navigation based on the feedback from the formative study. Several participants suggested that the viewpoint’s elevation in Portal should not change when they used the arrow button to move their viewpoint forward. Portal and Peek modes now remove the vertical component of the camera’s front vector when moving with the arrow, and provide a separate slider to control the elevation explicitly. We also added a second arrow button that moves the viewpoint backward so the author can back up without having to turn around.

We also improved the object selection and manipulation interface in all three modes by adding visual feedback and fine-tuning the gestural controls. We now assign a highlight material to the selection and render its origin to make it easier for the author to keep track. The author can select a group of objects by tapping on them sequentially; tapping on the background deselects everything. The author can then move, rotate, and scale the group as a whole.

6 USER STUDY

We evaluated the improved version of DistanciAR with a remote user study. We compared a basic system, having just Portal mode, to a full version having all three modes. The basic system was similar to the baseline used in our formative study, but included the improvements to navigation and object manipulation, making the comparison with the full version fairer. The goal was to understand whether Dollhouse mode and Peek mode helped address challenges identified in the formative study. We also wanted to observe how participants used the different modes to accomplish various tasks in remote AR authoring.

Participants. We recruited eleven participants (P1–P11) using university and company mailing lists. P4 had to be excluded from our analysis because technical errors caused some of his data not to be recorded. There were six females and four males in the remaining ten participants, with an average age of 29.2. Most identified themselves as designers or researchers, and none took part in the formative study. On a scale of 1–7, the average familiarity with AR authoring was 3.8. Five participants had one year or more of AR authoring experience: P1, P9, and P10 had 1 year, P5 had 3 years, and P7 had 8 years. The study lasted one hour and each participant was compensated with a $25 gift card.

Study design. We chose a within-subjects study design to compare the basic system, limited to Portal mode, with the full system having Portal, Dollhouse, and Peek modes. We used an open-ended design task to understand how participants would create an AR experience for the remote environment, which was again to decorate the empty kitchen for post-pandemic community living. While we did not give specific instructions to participants, we provided requirements to prompt a functional and purposeful design. Specifically, the design has to provide seating for ten people, not block the path between seats and the exit door, make use of the countertops on either side of the kitchen, and include decorations near the exit area. The order in which the systems were assigned to a participant was counter-balanced. To reduce learning effects, participants were asked to create two different AR experiences, one using the basic system and another using the full system. For the second trial, we encouraged participants to try a different design, arranging at least four objects differently.
**Procedure.** The study was done remotely through video conferencing with participants. All participants used an AR-capable iPad device in the study. At the beginning of the study, participants watched an introductory video containing a description of the design task and screen recordings of user interactions. We then held a 10-minute training session for the participants to learn how to use the authoring interface. In this session, we presented a remote scene of a dormitory bedroom and asked participants to familiarize themselves with PORTAL mode, DOLLHOUSE mode, and PEAK mode by using these modes to navigate within the scene and decorate the room with 3D objects. During the study, we asked participants to follow the think-aloud protocol, so we could follow their thought processes. Participants were told to finish each design session in about fifteen minutes. They completed a survey after each design session and participated in an interview at the end of the study.

**Measurement.** We recorded the video meetings. We also asked participants to record their iPad’s screen during the study. The survey that they filled out after each trial included five questions: “the application was easy to use” (Q1), “it was easy to understand the remote space” (Q2), “it was easy to navigate to a desired view” (Q3), “it was easy to place objects at a desired location” (Q4), and “it was easy to create my intended AR content” (Q5). The participants rated their agreement to each question on a scale of 1–7, where 1 stood for “strongly disagree” and 7 stood for “strongly agree.” In the post-study interview, we asked them to comment on PORTAL mode, DOLLHOUSE mode, and PEAK mode, what each mode was useful for, features that they would like to have in a new version, and how this experience compared to previous AR authoring experiences. To gain more insight into participants’ design activity, we also recorded the number of added virtual objects and total time spent in each design session.

**7 RESULTS**

We analyzed the differences in participants’ ratings, time spent, and number of objects added using a paired-samples t-test. Effect size is reported as Cohen’s d value. We used a Shapiro-Wilk test on all of the data to check for normality. We found that all data were normally distributed, except for participants’ ratings in Q3. We decided to still carry on the t-test on this measurement and report all of our results below.

For the ratings (Fig. 7a), the average ratings in all questions were higher for the full system compared to the basic system. The differences between ratings in Q2, “it was easy to understand the remote space,” (p = 0.003, t = −4.019, d = 1.434) and Q3, “it was easy to navigate,” (p = 0.0004, t = −5.438, d = 1.58) were found to be statistically significant.

Participants’ behavior in the task were also different in both systems. We found that participants spent more time when using the full system (Fig. 7b). On average, the participants spent 10.7 minutes (σ = 2.5) in the basic system and 12.9 minutes (σ = 3.0) in the full system, and the difference was found to be statistically significant (p = 0.014, t = −3.034, d = 0.806). For the number of objects added (Fig. 7c), on average, participants added 23.3 objects (σ = 6.1) in the basic system and 19.8 objects (σ = 4.3) in the full system, and the difference was found to be statistically significant (p = 0.0121, t = 3.1305, d = 0.6643).

In order to gain more insight into how PORTAL, DOLLHOUSE, and PEAK modes were being used in the full system, we took the screen recordings of participants using the full system and labeled the usage of each mode. We visualized this data on normalized task timelines (Fig. 8a) and found that most participants frequently switched between PORTAL mode and DOLLHOUSE mode during the task and used PEAK mode primarily in the second half of the task. We computed the percentage of time spent in each mode. We analyze the differences (Fig. 8b) using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and found that the differences among the three modes were statistically significant (p = 0.0002, F = 11.6466, η² = 0.8627). Through a Tukey-Kramer posthoc test, we found that the differences between PEAK mode and PORTAL mode, as well as between PEAK mode and DOLLHOUSE mode, were also statistically significant.

We also collected subjective feedback from participants about each mode, and how they were used together to help them accomplish the tasks. For DOLLHOUSE mode, participants liked this mode because it provided global information that helped them better perceive the remote space (P3, P5, and P11). P5 commented on a benefit of DOLLHOUSE mode, “I liked the ability to contextualize by going in and out; I could work in a fairly small space and I felt like that I could do a lot in this virtual room.” P9 used it to understand depth, reporting, “the task was a lot harder without DOLLHOUSE mode because sometimes it was hard to get a sense of depth in PORTAL mode,” and to navigate the space, saying, “being able to shift viewpoints quickly with the avatar was really good.” Participants also suggested that DOLLHOUSE mode should be used in combination with PORTAL mode. P10, a professional architect, commented, “planning a basic layout in DOLLHOUSE mode is usually what an architect would do; then I can view the design in PORTAL mode and slightly adjust the objects.” P11 commented that PORTAL mode had complementary benefits to DOLLHOUSE mode when adding objects on the ceiling.

For PEAK mode, P9 and P11 commented that it helps them validate their design in poorly captured areas in the environment, where they “could not really see what was going on.” P7 and P8 also used PEAK mode for the same purpose. Neither realized that there were two metallic refrigerators in the kitchen until they used PEAK mode. PEAK mode also helped P5 and P10 make better design decisions. P5 had intended to decorate the exit area by putting a vase next to the door, but she changed her mind when PEAK mode made her realize that the door might knock over the vase when people were entering. Similarly, P10 mentioned using PEAK mode to find and remove objects that did not look suitable in the actual environment.

**8 DISCUSSION**

Our user study demonstrated that participants had a clear preference for the full system with PORTAL, DOLLHOUSE, and PEAK modes. Participants were most positive about the full system’s ability to help them understand and navigate the remote space. They were able to create useful AR designs shown in Fig. 9. These findings show that our improvements over the basic system, specifically DOLLHOUSE and PEAK modes, helped address the navigation and spatial understanding challenges identified in our formative study. However, they still spent substantial time in PORTAL mode, validating it as a useful way to do remote AR authoring.
Adding more viewing modes into a system incurs a risk of making the experience more demanding. This is an issue that has been well-studied in 2D interfaces [39]. As shown in Fig. 8a, participants frequently switched among Portal, Dollhouse, and Peek modes. This mode-switching might account for participants spending more time in the full system. However, participants still preferred the full system even with its complexity. Subjective feedback from participants suggest that Dollhouse and Peek mode were used to complement Portal mode. Specifically, Dollhouse mode was used mainly for large-scale tasks such as getting an overview of the layout, navigating, and manipulating objects over a large distance. In contrast, Portal and Peek mode, which provide a more AR-like view of the scene, were used more for fine-scale adjustment. Peek mode was typically used toward the end of the task in order to validate the design against a realistic view of the environment. These results suggest that Dollhouse and Peek mode were considered useful by participants. They complement Portal mode well and improve the remote AR authoring experience.

One of our key design requirements is letting authors experience their design as if they were using AR on site. Participants spent more time in Dollhouse than in the other modes, but the experience of using this mode is not at all similar to AR. However, our results suggest that this mode is critical in a remote AR authoring system because it complements the shortcomings of AR-like modes like Portal and Peek. First, it can show an overview of the environment, which is important because it reduces the effort needed for users to understand the structure of the space and their location within it [11]. Second, it enables large-scale interactions that are normally difficult in AR, such as quickly moving groups of 3D objects from one room to another. Thus, although Dollhouse mode does not provide an AR-like experience, it provides necessary support for users to view and create in the remote environment.

**Limitations.** We used an open-ended task in our user study. While our study validated the remote AR authoring workflow and provided insight into how participants use our system, it did not let us evaluate the differences in their designs. For example, the significant difference in the number of objects added could be due to unexpected behavior of a few participants. P3, P7, and P10 added an unusual number of sticky notes—6, 9, and 13, respectively, while no other participant added more than 3. This does not add real value to their design. Excluding sticky notes, we found that participants...
added approximately the same number of objects in each system (an average of 19.6 in the basic system and 19 in the full system). We propose that an alternative study with stricter design requirements could more accurately evaluate their performances.

Our work provides a foundation for future studies on remote AR authoring. For example, comparing with desktop authoring would provide more insight into the value of an AR-like authoring experience. Comparing with in-situ AR authoring would highlight the potential physical limitations of DistanciAR. Comparing each mode on different tasks would determine the benefits of DOLLHOUSE mode in helping users navigate a large AR scene and the perceptual difference between Peek and Portal modes. These studies are useful even beyond the scope of remote AR authoring and therefore would require more careful evaluation and analysis.

Our system requires that the user’s AR device can capture and store a 3D scan of the environment. Although modern consumer AR devices such as the iPad LiDAR or the Hololens are starting to support 3D scanning off-the-shelf, the technology is still an active research topic and there are inherent artifacts in the resulting scans. While including DOLLHOUSE mode and Peek mode made it easier for the author to understand and navigate the remote environment, object placement and manipulation are still affected by the quality of the scan. For example, 3D objects cannot stand upright if the scanned surfaces are not flat. In our study, most participants were not affected by the scan quality. However, P1 and P6 suggested that the experience of adding objects on uneven surfaces could be improved. Adding an additional mesh refinement step to the pipeline can be an immediate solution to this problem. For example, for regions that were poorly scanned, we could use a machine-learning image-based 3D reconstruction algorithm such as PlaneRCNN [20] to produce alternative results and combine these results to improve the existing scans.

The quality of our Peek mode compositing is hindered by the lack of depth information in our video capture. Captured frames only serve as backgrounds, which means that their contents cannot occlude rendered virtual objects. In our kitchen task, this was most evident with the counters between the kitchen and living area. However, additional depth data could be captured either from the device’s built-in API [12] or estimated from stereoscopic parallax [42]. Integrating depth data into Peek mode to enable realistic occlusion effect would be a good direction for future work.

Finally, our system is currently implemented on a mobile AR device. DistanciAR can potentially be ported to an AR HMD such as the Hololens. However, the experience might not be similar. The Hololens uses see-through optics, which means that users see AR graphics through an optical lens, not through a video composites image. Seeing the remote environment in a small HMD FOV overlaying the current environment might be disorienting. Developing a comparable remote AR experience in the HMD is an interesting direction and is left for future work.

9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented DistanciAR, a novel workflow for authoring site-specific AR experiences for remote environments. It involves three steps: capturing the remote environment, authoring from a different location, and viewing the created AR experience on site.

Our original hypotheses were that authors would prefer an immersive interface that closely simulated an in-situ AR authoring experience, and that a 3D reconstruction based upon the capabilities of consumer scanning technology would suffice. A formative study of a baseline system made us re-evaluate these hypotheses.

When an author does AR authoring in situ, they can understand the environment just by looking around, and they have access to the full space for navigation. However, when authoring for a remote environment, neither is true. We added the non-immersive DOLLHOUSE mode to our system to provide a birds-eye view that helped authors understand the environment and allowed them to reposition the immersive viewpoint without moving. While this is a non-immersive interface, it does not invalidate our hypothesis about the value of an immersive interface—authors in our user study still spent slightly more than half of their time in immersive modes. The combination of immersive and non-immersive authoring modes proved to be very effective.

To address the reconstruction deficiencies, we added Peek mode, which allowed authors to view and modify their experiences using photorealistic captured frames.

There are several interesting directions for future work. Since DistanciAR demonstrates a workflow for remote content creation that mitigates the disconnect between contexts, it would be valuable to explore how collaboration fits into the workflow. It could be the basis for a collaborative system for remote AR authoring, where authors create AR experiences from different locations while keeping track of each other’s changes.

We used interior design as a proof-of-concept use case to show the benefits of our remote AR authoring workflow, but the system can support other applications such as tutorial and navigation guidance. The authoring interactions supported in DistanciAR are similar to those in in-situ AR authoring. The DistanciAR framework could be easily extended to support additional AR authoring tasks like proximity triggers, animations, and interactive behaviors. However, authoring interactions with the actual environment would be more challenging due to the lack of physical access.

While we added DOLLHOUSE mode to address specific deficiencies in the immersive authoring interface, it proved to be useful beyond that. Authors found it a convenient way to place and modify major elements like tables and chairs. We think that being able to interact with a bird’s-eye view could also be helpful for in-situ authoring.

Peek mode’s immersive experience was limited by being restricted to using captured video frames. We would like to explore stitching frames into panoramas [21] and then using portions of the results to create backgrounds that more closely match the AR camera view. We would also like to explore techniques that extract depth and planes from images [12, 20, 42] in order to enable occlusion and create smoother and higher-quality reconstructions.
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